A pom fy of its veracity/ Manning, of course, was pleased at Law-Geoffrey rence's admiration. 'You and Lawrence', lie said, 'are two Scott splendid friends to have, and that is the best reward for any good work, the making of friends,5
When Manning went to Rome, I gave him a letter to Geoffrey Scott. I knew he would like Scott From Rome he wrote: 'My dear Will, Your friends are a part of you and to tell you how charming they are, is to praise you to your face, I called on Scott and he gave me dinner... after dinner we went back to his rooms and he showed me an exquisite poem he had made, called / locked the sun] really exquisite, I mean, a thing searched for and by some miracle found. I have not seen a better piece of work lately. The images are perfectly fluid in it and change from shape to shape under his hands. He strikes me as having a very fine, clear mind.'
The poem Manning mentions appeared in A Box of Paints, a book of poems illustrated by my brother Albert, Geoffrey Scott had recently published a discerning study of an eighteenth-century bluestocking, Madame de CharriJre, known to her friends, and to history, as 'Zelide'. It was a book abounding in all the grace and irony which distinguished his writing. A malicious review appeared in The New Statesman, wherein he thought he detected the hand of a friend. We are most of us upset by bad reviews of our work; we rail against critics as we do against doctors, whose undivided attention, none the less, we expect when we need their help. We are complacent enough when praised and flattered, yet no criticism is likely to be remembered, someone wisely said, unless we ourselves draw attention to it. We should know nothing of the foolish comments on Whistler's work but for his Gentle Art of Making Enemies.
We were to lose Geoffrey Scott. He was excited by the
discovery of Boswell's papers at Malahicle Castle and was
asked by his American friend and patron, Colonel Ralph
Isham, who purchased them, to edit the text he proposed to
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